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The effects of including rotational degrees of freedom on helium solvation densities in
molecule-doped helium clusters are investigated for a variety of molecules. Helium densities and
cluster energetics are calculated with diffusion Monte Carlo methods. The rotationally induced
changes in the helium density distributions are examined and quantified with a theoretical estimator
applicable to molecules of arbitrary symmetry. This analysis leads to a discussion of adiabatic
following of molecular rotation in a solvating helium environment. We make a detailed comparative
study of the effect of molecular rotation as a function of four impurity molecules with varying mass
and symmetry: SF6 , OCS, HCN, and benzene (C6H6). We find that even for the heaviest rotors,
only a fraction of the solvating helium density adiabatically follows the molecular motion in the
quantum ground state. For the lightest molecule, HCN, a negligible degree of adiabatic following is
found. A discussion of the various definitions is presented to clarify the meaning of adiabatic
following, and its applicability to dynamical models of quantum rotation in helium droplets is
evaluated in light of the quantitative findings of incomplete adiabatic following established
here. © 2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1545106#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Interpretation of the phenomenon of apparent free ro
tion of small molecules and complexes in4He droplets has
generated considerable theoretical activity in recent times1–9

This phenomenon is now widely observed in a broad ra
of infrared and microwave experiments,10,11 where it is seen
to be a characteristic of the superfluid solvation environm
provided by the bosonic isotope,4He at temperaturesT
;0.4 K. No spectroscopic signature of rotational states
seen in the fermionic3He droplets,12 a feature that is under
stood in terms of the high density of single-particle exci
tions in the fermionic quantum liquid, causing efficient sc
tering and decay of rotational excitations as in class
liquids.2

Several approaches have been advanced to mode
rotational dynamics of molecules that are solvated by
unique quantum fluid environment provided in4He. These
include direct calculation of cluster energy levels correla
with molecular excited rotational levels,1,3,8,9 a microscopic
two-fluid theory of helium response to molecular rotati
based on path integral decompositions of the solvating
lium density into local superfluid and molecular-interacti
induced nonsuperfluid components,4,7 and hydrodynamic
models for helium response to classical molecu
rotation.5–7,13,14 Of these, the direct calculations current
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provide the most complete theoretical description, with f
incorporation of the molecular rotational degrees of freed
in microscopic quantum calculations of rotational excitatio
of the doped clusters. These calculations employ diffus
Monte Carlo~DMC! methods, and may provide either e
ergy levels alone, or energy levels with associated mu
dimensional cluster wave functions. To date, direct calcu
tions have been made using either fixed node diffus
Monte Carlo3 or the projection operator imaginary time spe
tral evolution methodology.1,8,9 The latter is more powerful,
allowing the limitations of fixed node constraints to be ove
come and exact excited states to be obtained, as dem
strated in Refs. 8 and 9.

The first DMC studies incorporating molecular rotatio
gave rise to the notion ofadiabatic followingof the molecu-
lar rotation by some fraction of the helium density.3 This
notion, which will be discussed in detail in the latter part
this paper, plays a key role in the other two theoretical
proaches, i.e., in the microscopic two-fluid theory and in
hydrodynamic model. The formulations of the microscop
two-fluid theory and hydrodynamic models made to date r
on theoretical estimates of the helium response to molec
rotation that are based on assumptions of either complet
partial adiabatic following of the molecular rotational motio
by the solvating helium density. However, the solvating h
lium densities that have been used in calculations with th
approaches to date have all been calculated for nonrota
molecules, within the implicit assumption that the dens
will be similar for a rotating molecule. The DMC approach
offer a direct method to assess the validity of this assum
tion, which is often loosely referred to as the assumption

-

1 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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adiabatic following of the molecular rotation by the heliu
density. A primary theme of this paper is to examine in de
the extent of validity of this assumption, and to show w
demonstrations for a number of molecules of different m
and symmetry that this assumption is not correct and that
helium density distribution is indeed quite sensitive to t
presence or absence of molecular rotation.

A second theme of this paper is to show that making
of the intrinsic anisotropy of the molecule–helium intera
tion offers a route to quantification of theextentof adiabatic
following, via an estimator that measures the effect of m
lecular rotation on the solvating helium density. We app
this estimator to the same set of molecules differing in b
mass and shape, and show that it allows a systematic ana
of the extent of adiabatic following for a range of molecul
relevant to experimental studies in helium droplets. In p
ticular, we examine the extent of adiabatic following of t
molecular rotation by helium for several small molecules
differing mass and molecular geometry. We analyze the
havior of SF6 , OCS, HCN, and benzene (C6H6). The first
two provide a pair of relatively heavy molecules that differ
molecular symmetry, SF6 being octahedral and OCS linea
OCS and HCN allow a comparison of the effect of molecu
mass to be made, between two molecules possessing
same linear symmetry. Benzene represents an extreme
in the heavy regime, for which the molecule–helium int
action potential is much more anisotropic than the other
amples.

The structure of the remainder of this paper is as f
lows: Section II gives a brief overview of the computation
methods used in the calculations presented here, noting
various different estimators employed in calculation of t
helium density and/or wave function. Section III prese
results~comparison of densities obtained with and witho
the inclusion of molecular rotation! for the smallest
molecule–helium complexes,N51, containing a single he
lium atom, together with essential numerical details for ea
of the four molecules studied here. In Sec. IV we analy
and quantify the effect of rotations on these density distri
tions, with an estimator that compares the anisotropy of
density distribution in the cluster ground state when this
evaluated with and without molecular rotation. This estim
tor is then applied first to theN51 clusters. Section V pre
sents the corresponding analysis for larger cluster sizesN
<20, containing up to one solvation shell!, together with a
discussion of the more complex set of factors that affect
helium density distributions and the estimator at these si
For the linear molecules OCS and HCN complexed with
single helium atom where it is possible to make exact ca
lations of excited state energies and wave functions, we
evaluate the difference in solvating helium density distrib
tions between theJ50 andJ51 cluster rotational levels.

We summarize and provide a comparative discuss
and conclusions for the interpretations of the rotational
namics in helium droplets in Sec. VI.

II. THEORETICAL METHODS

The primary methodology employed here is t
importance-sampled rigid body diffusion Monte Carlo alg
Downloaded 28 Feb 2003 to 129.187.254.46. Redistribution subject to A
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rithm ~IS-RBDMC! that is developed and described in det
in Ref. 15. In general, all degrees of freedom~both rotational
and translational! are importance-sampled in this approac
As a result, it can be used for calculation of both ground a
excited state energies for molecules in helium clusters w
full incorporation of the molecular rotational kinetic energ
This has allowed calculation of rotational states to be m
within fixed node approximation,3 as well as application of
the more powerful projection operator spectral evoluti
methodology to the direct calculation of rotational excit
tions without nodal approximations.8,9 Importance sampling
of the molecular rotational degrees of freedom is import
when these are strongly coupled with the translational an
vibrational degrees of freedom of the cluster. This is t
situation with heavier molecules, such as SF6 , OCS, and
benzene. For weakly coupled molecules, such as the lig
HCN molecule, the importance sampling of rotations is le
critical and may often be neglected.

We employ this full importance-sampled rigid body a
gorithm here for the ground states of the molecule-dop
helium clusters, making use of explicit importance sampl
of the molecular angular degrees of freedom as requi
Trial wave functions and additional computational details
provided in the Appendix. Calculations are made for ea
molecule in4HeN , with and without the rotational kinetic
energy of the molecule. Each of these pairs of calculati
allows an assessment of the effect of quantum rotational
tion of the molecule on the helium distributions in the m
lecular frame to be made. We find differences in both
energy and the helium density distributions between th
pairs of calculations.

The difference in energy observed between the two ca
derives from the fact that the rotation of the molecule ins
the cluster is not a free motion but is hindered by the pr
ence of helium atoms. This gives rise to a matrix zero po
energy contribution that can be viewed as the effect of
hindered rotation and having a mixed rotational and vib
tional character~i.e., libration!. As a consequence the calcu
lation without the kinetic term corresponding to the molec
lar rotation misses some part of the zero point energy
internal degrees of freedom of the full cluster. In the rema
der of this paper, we refer to this difference as the ‘‘hinder
rotation energy’’ increment.

Several approaches are used here to analyze the gr
state helium densities in the molecular frame. While DM
yields exact ground state energies when numerically c
verged, expectation values of position operators may be s
ject to trial function bias when importance sampling alg
rithms are employed. This may be dealt with at seve
levels. It may be completely avoided by the use of desc
dant weighting,16 requiring a significant increase in compu
tational effort. It may be reduced by the use of extrapolat
estimates such as the second-order estimator.17 For very
small clusters, e.g., theN51 complexes we study here, th
densities can be obtained from nonimportance sampled ‘
biased’’ DMC, for which trial function bias is absent. Fo
larger size clusters we may also use unbiased DMC,
simply examine the projections of theN-helium wave func-
tion into the molecular frame, rather than the density.7 Addi-
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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tionally, since we are interested in comparisons between d
sities evaluated with and without rotation, if only radial tri
functions are consistently used in both calculations and
cluster is less than a single solvation shell so that there is
extended radial structure, then there should be negligible
on the helium angular distributions and hence on the a
batic quantifier proposed here. Either mixed or second-o
densities can be used in this situation. However, when
trial functions are anisotropic, care must be taken to as
the extent of trial function bias on the density differenc
found between the nonrotating and rotating molecule ca
lations. When the trial functions are highly optimized, it
expected that use of the second-order extrapolation sh
effectively reduce trial function bias on the difference b
tween the densities from the two calculations.

In the calculations presented here, we have obtai
consistent results using descendant weighting~benzene,
OCS!, second-order density estimators~OCS!, mixed density
estimators (SF6 , HCN!, and unbiased DMC (SF6 , HCN,
OCS!. In addition, for SF6 we have also made the corre
sponding analysis comparing wave function projections
stead of densities, and find consistent results for the co
sponding measures of adiabatic following~Sec. IV!.

For the smallest cluster size,N51, we use the colloca
tion method18–20modified by Drucker and Higgins21 in order
to determine exact rotationally excited energy and wa
functions for HCN and OCS as a function of total angu
momentumJ. This method is based on using basis set me
ods for the representation of the kinetic energy operator
grid points for the representation of the potential. The s
dimensional wave function is expanded onto basis set fu
tions made of product of radial wave functions and Wign
matrices representing the relative rotation of the rigid bo
with respect to the atom, and the overall rotation. For b
HCN and OCS, the ground state wave function obtain
from collocation calculations is identical to the correspon
ing ground state function obtained from unbiased DMC. T
is also the case when a nonrotating rigid body is used.
He–SF6, we obtain excited state energies from unbias
DMC using the fixed-node approximation. In this scheme
trial excited state nodal surface is imposed by reject
walker moves which attempt to cross this surface, thus yie
ing an energy which is a variational upper bound to the lo
est state of the same symmetry. For He–SF6, we compute an
approximateJ' j 51 excited state, wherej is the spherical
top angular momentum quantum number. This assumes
the total cluster angular momentumJ can be approximately
separated into the molecule angular momentumj and the
helium angular momentum. For SF6 in large helium clusters
this approximation has been shown to give good agreem
with experimentally observed rotational energy lev
spacings.3 Note that this approximate angular momentum d
coupling does not preclude a renormalization of the effec
molecular moment of inertia, as discussed in Ref. 7.

III. ENERGIES AND HELIUM DENSITIES FOR NÄ1

A. SF6

SF6 lies in the dynamical regime of slow, heavy mo
ecules in helium droplets,7 possessing a gas phase rotatio
Downloaded 28 Feb 2003 to 129.187.254.46. Redistribution subject to A
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constantB050.09 cm21 and mass 146 amu. The rotation
constant decreases to 36% ofB0 in 4He clusters.22 The octa-
hedral SF6 molecule is shown together with its high symm
try axes (C2 , C3 , and C4) in Fig. 1~a!. The C4 axes lie
along the S–F bonds, theC3 axes are located in the cente
of the octahedral pockets~everywhere equidistant from th
three delimitingC4 axes!, and theC2 axes point toward the
midpoint of a line segment connecting adjacent F atoms.
anisotropic SF6– He interaction is modeled using the pote
tial of Pack et al.23 Cuts of this potential along the hig
symmetry axes are shown in Fig. 1~b!. The He–He
interaction24 is also shown here, for ease of reference. T
SF6– He interaction potential has eight equivalent minim
situated on theC3 symmetry axes at a distance of 7.5a0

from the sulfur atom, each of which has a well depth
58.285 cm21. For the purposes of studying how the heliu
density is distributed around the molecule, we find it use
to define two special axes along which the density is exa
ined. One of these is an axis favorable for helium dens
and the other is an axis unfavorable for helium density~see
Sec. IV B!. For SF6 , the obvious choice for the ‘‘favorable’
~includes region of lowest potential energy! axis,F, is theC3

axis. The potential possesses two saddle points with res
to rotation around the molecule. They lie on the two oth
symmetry axes,C4 and C2 , which are thus two possible
candidates for the special ‘‘unfavorable’’U axis.

FIG. 1. ~a! Schematic of the SF6 molecule showing the high symmetry axe
(C2 , C3 , andC4). ~b! Radial cuts of the SF6– He potential~Ref. 23! along
the high symmetry axes marked in~a!. The He–He potential~Ref. 24! is
also plotted for comparison.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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5014 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 118, No. 11, 15 March 2003 Patel et al.
We analyze the effect of rotations on the helium dens
surrounding the dopant SF6 here with both importance
sampled and unbiased~pure! DMC. The importance sam
pling is made with the IS-RBDMC scheme described in R
15, using the isotropic trial wave function described in t
Appendix. For SF6 , a spherical top molecule, calculation
are carried out in the fixed laboratory fram
implementation.15 In the importance sampled analysis w
look at mixed densities, and in the unbiased DMC case,
examine the single particle wave function. In both instanc
these quantities are projected into the molecular frame.
ground state energies obtained for both the importan
sampled and unbiased calculations are listed in Table I.
ground state energies obtained with rotations included ar
good agreement with an independent discrete variable re
sentation~DVR! calculation.15 The energy increment due t
the hindered rotations is about 0.70 cm21. Note that this is
considerably greater than the spacing between the low
free-rotor energy levels (2B050.18 cm21). As discussed
previously, this reflects the fact that the hindered rotation
some vibrational character and implies that adding the m
lecular rotational degrees of freedom to a molecule–hel
cluster containing a nonrotating molecule will have a mo
dramatic effect on the system than a low lying rotation
excitation of the molecule would do. This will be confirme
in Sec. IV D where we specifically examine the effect
increasing the molecular rotational state.

The ground state helium densities along the symme
axes of the SF6 molecule, calculated with and without rota
tion, are compared in Fig. 2. In all cases, we average o
equivalent symmetry axes in sampling the helium densit

TABLE I. Unbiased and biased~importance sampled! DMC energies for the
SF6– He complex. The numbers in parentheses give one standard dev
statistical errors in the last digits. The energies are in agreement with
value of 225.81 cm21 obtained by finite basis set/discrete variable rep
sentation~FBR/DVR! calculations. This FBR/DVR value is converged, i.e
it is stable when the unsymmetrized basis set size is increased from 1
to 33 930.

DMC (cm21) DMC ~no rotations! (cm21)

Unbiased 226.0(1) 226.7(2)
Biased 225.8(2) 226.7(2)

FIG. 2. Comparison of radial helium density profiles obtained with S6

rotation~solid lines! and without SF6 rotation~dashed lines! along the three
symmetry axes for SF6– He ~see Fig. 1!.
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The effect of the rotations is to reduce the localizati
around the potential minimum~reduction of density alongC3

axis!, and to increase the density along the less favora
directions ~along C2 and C4 axes!. Consequently there is
some overall smearing out of the density in the molecu
frame as a result of including the molecular rotational m
tion.

These differences in both energies and density profi
imply that even in the ground state, molecular rotations
have a noticeable effect on the properties of the cluster.
fact that the densities obtained including rotations do nev
theless closely resemble those obtained with a nonrota
molecule implies that the helium density is able toadiabati-
cally follow the molecular rotation to an appreciable exte
A full discussion of this concept and a more quantitati
description of this observation will be provided in Se
IV C 1.

B. OCS

The OCS molecule is a slow linear rotor lying in th
same dynamical regime as SF6 , although it is somewha
lighter. Its rotational constant in the gas phase isB0

50.207 cm21 and its mass is 60 amu. In4He droplets it
undergoes a decrease of rotational constant similar to tha
SF6 , with a reduction toB50.07 cm21, i.e., to 34% of its
gas phase value.25 In the present work we have used a fu
potential energy surface based on theab initio He–OCS in-
teraction previously calculated by one of us~F.P.!, using den-
sity functional theory together with dispersio
contributions.26 This He–OCS potential energy surface, d
fined in Jacobi coordinates~r,u!, is shown in Fig. 3. The
global minimum of246.02 cm21 is located atr 55.98a0

and u5108.0°. There are other two secondary minima
the two collinear geometries. The first, atu50° ~sulfur side!,
has a well depth of234.56 cm21 and is located at 8.36a0

The second local minimum, atu5180° ~oxygen side!, has a
comparable well depth of232.01 cm21 and is located at
8.93a0 from the OCS center-of-mass. The two saddle poi
are located, respectively, atu561.7° and u5132.1°. In

ion
he
-

90

FIG. 3. Contour lines of the potential energy surface for the OCS–He
teraction~Ref. 26!, showing also the locations of the oxygen, carbon, a
sulfur atoms. The lowest contour line is at240 cm21, and the line incre-
ment is 10 cm21 ~the outermost contour displayed is thus at210 cm21).
The filled circle indicates the position of the OCS center-of-mass.F, U, and
U8 denote privileged directions passing through this point~see the text!.
Distances are shown in atomic units (a0).
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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Fig. 3 we have also indicated three privileged directio
starting from the OCS center-of-mass and passing, res
tively, through the global minimum point~F!, the first saddle
point (U8), and the second saddle point~U!. The binding
energy of a single helium atom in this potential
215.84 cm21.26 The ground state energy calculated with
nonrotating OCS molecule is217.06 cm21, resulting in a
hindered rotation energy increment of 1.2 cm21.

Figure 4 shows the4He densities along theF andU axes,
derived from calculations with molecular rotation~solid
lines! and without molecular rotation~dashed lines!. These
densities are derived as second-order extrapolations from
RBDMC calculations in the mixed frame implementation15

using the anisotropic trial wave function described in t
Appendix. The density along theU8 axis is negligible at all
distances and is therefore not shown. We see that the d
ties obtained with molecular rotation appear qualitativ
similar to those obtained with a nonrotating molecule, b
that there is a noticeable angular smearing out of the hel
density for the rotating molecule. This situation is very sim
lar to that seen earlier for SF6 , and suggests that the heliu
density is similarly able toadiabatically followthe OCS ro-
tational motion to a significant but incomplete extent.

C. Benzene „C6H6…

Benzene is an oblate symmetric rotor with gas ph
rotational constantsA050.188 cm21, C050.0938 cm21,
and a mass of 78.11 amu. This puts it in the same mass
moment of inertia regime as SF6 and OCS. No rotationa
spectrum of benzene has been measured in4He droplets to
date, although rotational constants have been measure
the N51 complex.27 In comparison to both SF6 and OCS,
the helium–benzene interaction is markedly more an
tropic. We use here an analytical fit14 to ab initio data of
Hobza et al.28 There are two equivalent global minima o
V05266.01 cm21, located on the moleculeC6 symmetry
axis at a distance ofz566.18a0 from the benzene plane
There are also twelve equivalent secondary minima ofV08
5243.47 cm21. These secondary minima correspond to
helium atom situated roughly between two neighboring
drogen atoms, six above and six below the benzene pl
The global minimum on one side of the molecule is co

FIG. 4. Comparison of radial helium density profiles obtained with O
rotation ~solid lines! and without OCS rotation~dashed lines! along the
privileged axesF andU for OCS–He~see Fig. 3!.
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nected to each of the six secondary minima on the same
via a saddle point ofVb5235.29 cm21. These saddle
points, twelve in all, are located roughly above and bel
the C–C bonds. A cut of the potential through the glob
minimum along a plane parallel to the benzene plane
shown in the upper panel of Fig. 5. The corresponding low
panel shows a cut through a plane perpendicular to the m
ecule that intersects a global minimum, a secondary m
mum, and one saddle point on the potential surface.
binding energy of a single helium atom in this potential
218.65(3) cm21,29 increasing to221.61(2) cm21 if the
molecule is nonrotating. This results in a relatively large h
dered rotation energy increment of 2.97 cm21. Comparison
of this value with the corresponding values for SF6 and OCS
above implies that the magnitude of the hindered rotat
energy increment~and its value relative to the free rotatio
B0) is correlated in a general sense with the extent of ani

FIG. 5. Upper panel: cut of the benzene–He potential through the glo
minima along a plane parallel to the benzene molecule, at a distancez
56.18a0 above the benzene plane. The orientation of the molecule
shown by marking the carbon and hydrogen positions on thez50 plane by
filled circles. Lower panel: cut of the benzene–He potential along thy
50 plane, intersecting a global minimum at~0,6.18!, a saddle point at
~3.72,6.69!, and a secondary minimum at~5.37,5.10!. The axesF andU pass
through the global minimum and saddle point, respectively. The con
lines on both contour plots run from263 cm21 to zero in increments of
7 cm21.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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ropy of the helium–molecule interaction, consistent with
significant contribution from relative vibrational motion.

Calculations for benzene–HeN clusters were carried ou
with the IS-RBDMC algorithm in the mixed fram
representation,15 using the trial functions described in th
Appendix, and evaluating the helium densities with desc
dant weighting.16,29 For N51, the helium density is strongly
confined along the molecularC6 axis, with a single peak
located over the global potential minimum, as expected fr
the topology of the interaction potential. The position of th
density maximum is in good agreement with experimen
estimates forN51.14,27,29The most obvious choice for theF
direction is along theC6 axis. We define theU direction to
be an axis originating at the benzene center-of-mass,
passing through a saddle pointVb . There are thus two
equivalentF axes, and twelve equivalentU axes.

D. HCN

The HCN molecule is a much faster rotor than the th
previous molecules. Its rotational constant in the gas pha
B051.47 cm21. This value is reduced by only 17% in he
lium clusters, to 1.20 cm21.30,31 This molecule is also a
much lighter molecule, with a mass of 27 amu~compared to
146 amu for SF6 , 60 amu for OCS, and 78 amu for C6H6).

For the HCN–He interaction we use the potential 1
derived by Atkins and Hutson.32 This potential, based on
both ab initio calculations and on spectroscopic data, is
pressed as a function of the Jacobi coordinates (r ,u) of the
helium atom with respect to the linear HCN molecule. W
define a reference frame having thez axis lying along the
HCN molecule with hydrogen on the positive side, and h
ing x and y axes perpendicular to this, in two arbitrary b
mutually perpendicular directions. The geometry of the p
tential minimum is linear (u50), with the helium atom situ-
ated close to the hydrogen atom at a distance ofr 57.94a0

from the center-of-mass of HCN, as depicted in Fig. 6, a

FIG. 6. Contour lines of the potential energy surface for the HCN–
interaction, showing also the locations of the hydrogen, carbon, and nitro
atoms. The lowest contour line is at225 cm21 and the increment is 5 cm21

~the outermost contour displayed is thus at25 cm21). The filled circle
indicates the position of the HCN center-of-mass. TheF axis (u50) is
shown as the dashed half line, theU axis (u5p) as the dot-dashed half line
Distances are shown in atomic units (a0).
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an energy of229.6 cm21 at the potential minimum. The
saddle point of the interaction potential corresponds also
linear configuration but with the helium atom now on th
nitrogen side (u5p). These two geometries allow us to d
fine two privileged axes for analyzing the density modu
tions. The favorable axis,F, is thus the positivez axis, with
u50, and the unfavorable axis,U, is the negativez axis,
with u5p. These axes are shown, respectively, as das
and dot-dashed horizontal lines in Fig. 6. This potential giv
a ground state energy of29.66 cm21 for the HCN–He com-
plex. The corresponding ground state energy with a non
tating HCN molecule is211.20 cm21, resulting in a hin-
dered rotation energy increment of 1.55 cm21 for HCN.

The effect of molecular rotation is studied using I
RBDMC, employing the trial functions described in the A
pendix and the mixed frame implementation.15 The helium
densities are evaluated here as mixed densities. As was
for SF6 earlier, we have confirmed that the use of unbias
DMC leads to the same conclusions as derived from mi
densities.

Figure 7 shows the helium density profiles along the t
axesF andU from HCN. For this light molecule we see tha
elimination of the molecular rotation has a very strong eff
on the helium density. The calculations without rotation no
show considerably more structure compared to the calc
tions with rotations. Thus the density profiles calculated w
molecular rotation included are more smeared out, simila
the situation for SF6 and OCS described earlier. Howeve
for the lighter HCN molecule the difference is now far mo
dramatic. Additional demonstrations of this difference f
HCN are provided in Fig. 3 of Ref. 15 and in Ref. 8. Whe
rotations are not included, the helium density is quite loc
ized, and its value atu5p ~U! is nearly zero.

IV. ANALYSIS OF EFFECTS OF ROTATION

A. The notion of adiabatic following

For a molecule that is deep inside a cluster, a spheric
averaged, isotropic molecule–helium potential would g
rise to an isotropic solvating helium density. When the int

e
en

FIG. 7. Comparison of radial helium density profiles obtained with HC
rotation ~solid lines! and without HCN rotation~dashed lines! along the
privileged axesF (u50) andU (u5p) for HCN–He.
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action has angular dependence, however, the concep
adiabatic followingoften comes into play. Loosely speakin
the idea is that the rotating molecule drags some of the
rounding helium density with it. Adiabatic following can b
discussed in either a classical or quantum mechanical
namical framework. In a classical context, adiabatic follo
ing is said to hold when the helium density around a rotat
molecule is independent of the speed of molecular rota
~up to some critical angular velocity determined from t
time scale of the fluid’s response!. An energetic criterion for
existence of such classical adiabatic following of the solv
ing helium density was given in Ref. 7, by comparing t
magnitude of kinetic energy for classical rotation of the fi
shell helium solvation density around a given axis in t
molecular frame with the corresponding potential energy
rived from the molecule–helium interaction potential. In
quantum context, adiabatic following holds when the heliu
density in the rotating molecular frame is independent of
molecular rotational state. Determining the validity of ad
batic following in this context requires a comparative stu
of the solvating helium density around a molecule as a fu
tion of different rotational states.

We investigate the validity of adiabatic following he
by comparing the helium density derived from quantum c
culations that make full incorporation of the molecular ro
tion, with densities derived from calculations with a nonr
tating molecule. Formally, this constitutes a comparis
between a classical ground state, nonrotating molecule,
a quantum rotor in its zero energy state. It does not co
spond exactly to either of the above-mentioned situatio
but it does nevertheless allow a direct assessment of th
fluence of quantum mechanical rotational kinetic energy
the molecule on the helium distributions. We note that dir
probing of both the classical and quantum criteria descri
earlier is problematic. Performing calculations with a clas
cally rotating molecule surrounded by a bosonic quant
fluid is neither trivial nor an appropriate dynamical descr
tion. On the other hand, the quantum molecular rotatio
states are not true eigenstates of the cluster, so that eva
ing the helium density for a pure molecular rotation st
would also present both technical and theoretical proble
For example, the cluster ground state contains a mixtur
molecular rotational states, and cannot be taken to con
solely the j 50 molecular state. In contrast, the comparis
of a fully quantum ground state calculation for a cluster co
taining a nonrotating molecule with a fully quantum grou
state calculation for a cluster containing a rotating molec
is well defined and has a clear interpretation. The energ
difference between these two calculations gives the hinde
rotation energy increment discussed earlier. As noted in
previous sections, this energy increment can be significa
larger than the difference between low lying rotational sta
of the molecule.

The difference in helium distributions projected into t
molecular frame provides a measure of the effect of
quantum molecular rotation on the adiabatic following
helium. A quantitative comparison between these distri
tions in cluster ground states containing a nonrotating an
rotating molecule will constitute the measure of adiaba
Downloaded 28 Feb 2003 to 129.187.254.46. Redistribution subject to A
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following studied here. This comparison may differ from r
sults of a comparison of the dependence of densities u
the total cluster angular momentumJ. We will discuss this in
the following explicitly for N51 complexes of the linea
molecules for which we have exact solutions for differenJ
values from the collocation calculations~Sec. IV D!.

B. Quantification of the effects of rotation

We now use the previously definedF andU ~favorable
and unfavorable, respectively! axes to define a quantifier o
adiabatic following in an anisotropic molecule–helium sy
tem. An appropriate way to evaluate the effect of rotatio
for a cluster containing a molecule that interacts with heliu
via an anisotropic potential, is to define the following qua
tity:

Q~r ![
@rU /rF#no rot

@rU /rF# rot
. ~1!

The subscripts ‘‘rot’’ and ‘‘no rot’’ are self-explanatory, re
ferring to calculations made with inclusion or absence of
molecular rotational degrees of freedom, respectively. T
termraxis refers to the density along a particular axis defin
in the molecular frame, andr is the distance from the mo
lecular center-of-mass. As noted earlier, we use the nota
‘‘ F’’ for an axis of the molecule that is energetically favore
for helium binding and consequently has a high helium d
sity, while ‘‘U’’ refers to an axis that is energetically disfa
vored for helium binding and consequently has a low heli
density. For example, for the octahedral SF6 molecule,F is
chosen to be theC3 axes, passing through the global min
mum of the SF6– He interaction potential, andU is chosen to
be theC2 axes, passing through saddle points of the inter
tion. As long as a consistent choice of privileged axesF and
U is made in the rotating and nonrotating molecule calcu
tions, the actual choice of these is subject to considera
flexibility. The main requirement is that the helium densiti
along these two axes be distinguishable and also measu
~i.e., nonzero!. Note that these axes are not necessa
equivalent to the principal axes of the molecule, which a
determined solely by the internal molecular mass distri
tion.

Thus, some anisotropy in the molecule–helium inter
tion is essential for a meaningful analysis ofQ(r ). The ob-
vious choice forF is a molecular frame axis that pass
through the potential minimum. The choice forU is less
obvious and may present several options. Clearly this sho
be an axis passing through unfavorable, high potential
ergy configurations, such as a saddle point of the molecu
helium potential energy surface. These saddle points are
tained as maxima of the potential curve obtained whe
single helium atom rotates~adiabatically! around the mol-
ecule, i.e., the curve is obtained by optimizing the rad
coordinate from the molecular center-of-mass to obtain
minimum energy for each rotational angle. When the ma
mum of the resulting potential curve obtained is very hig
and if the curve presents local minima, then there exist m
tiple saddle points, and multiple options for theU axis are
possible. We prefer to choose a saddle point which does
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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provide an extreme energy difference betweenF and U, to
avoid problems arising from density zeros inQ. For ex-
ample, for the octahedral SF6 molecule, theU axis is better
chosen as theC2 rather than theC4 axis that is the highes
energy symmetry axis. In general, we shall refer to the m
lecular frame axesF andU as ‘‘privileged axes’’ rather than
as symmetry axes, since for lower symmetry species suc
HCN and OCS, these axes will not reflect any particu
symmetry of the interaction potential.

The ratios in the numerator and denominator of Eq.~1!
compare the density in the region of the potential minim
to that in the region of a much less favorable point such a
saddle point. These axes are always defined in the molec
frame, whether this is rotating or not. If there is comple
adiabatic following, the densities obtained with and witho
rotations would be identical and we would haveQ[1. Con-
versely, if there is little or no adiabatic following, the heliu
density would not be significantly modulated by the molec
lar potential contours. This leads the denominator ofQ to
approach unity while the numerator would remain sm
Thus, smaller values ofQ are indicative of a lack of adia
batic following. It is important to note that this assessm
applies only to a molecule possessing an anisotropic inte
tion with helium and hence having the possibility of som
angular modulations in the helium density in the molecu
frame. For an isotropic interaction, there can be no ang
modulations of the helium density and hence the ratio
densities in both numerator and denominator of Eq.~1! is
unity, regardless of the choice of axesF andU. Also, since
the anisotropy generally decreases as the distance from
molecule increases~see, e.g., Figs. 1, 3, 5, and 6!, Q(r )
→1 asr→`. We expect that other physical factors that c
make the density more isotropic can also reduce the use
ness of this estimator. In particular, for larger cluster sizes
primarily repulsive helium–helium interaction acts to distri
ute the helium atoms evenly over the configuration spa
opposing the focusing effect of the global potential minimu
of the molecule–helium interaction. If the latter is strong, t
helium–helium interaction is not very important, andQ re-
mains a sensitive discriminator forN.1. We will see that
SF6 falls into this category. However, if the molecule
helium interaction is weak, the helium–helium interactio
may dominantly influence the behavior of the density rati
making them appear isotropic. We will see that this is
situation with the lighter HCN molecule forN.1.

An analogous quantity to Eq.~1! can be defined in term
of the helium wave functions, by replacing the densities
the projections of theN-particle helium wave functions into
the molecular frame. Preliminary results with this quantifi
were presented in Ref. 7. We show in the following, with t
example of SF6 , that these two related quantifiers of adi
batic following provide consistent results, and that either c
therefore be used to analyze the phenomenon. Overall, t
considerations lead us to expect thatQ(r ) will provide a
useful quantification of adiabatic following when applied
clusters within the first solvation shell for molecules posse
ing an anisotropic molecule–helium interaction potent
This will work for N51 and possibly for largerN values,
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depending on the relative magnitudes of the helium–heli
and helium–molecule interactions.

C. Q analysis for NÄ1

Figure 8 shows the behavior ofQ(r ) for the variousN
51 complexes studied in this paper. In each case we h
plotted Q(r ) over the region in which there is appreciab
density along both of the privileged axes.

1. SF6

Figure 2 shows that for SF6 the mixed density along the
C4 axis is very low in both rotating and nonrotating molecu
calculations. The use of this axis as the privileged axisU
leads to small values of both numerator and denominato
Eq. ~1!, which would introduce a large numerical inaccurac
We thus choose to use theC2 axes for theU axis for SF6 .
The resulting behavior ofQ(r ) in the region of appreciable
density along both privileged axesF (C3) andU is shown in
Fig. 8~a!. We see that within this physically significant regio
Q is approximately 0.7, noticeably less than unity, indicati
that for rotation of SF6 the adiabatic following by helium is
not complete, even forN51.

These results for SF6– He are not tied to a particula
choice of trial wave function, or to the definition ofQ(r ) in
terms of the density in Eq.~1!. This is easily demonstrate
by performing unbiased DMC calculations, which yield re
resentations of the wave function directly without anya pri-
ori assumptions. Of course, this kind of analysis is restric
to smaller clusters, for which sampling efficiency is not
issue.15 With unbiased DMC we can analyze the wave fun
tion directly. As expected, the wave function profiles exhi
the same features as the density profiles in Fig. 2.33 Evaluat-
ing the adiabatic quantifierQ(r ) with projected wave func-
tions in Eq. ~1! instead of densities,7 results in a similar
average value ofQ(r );0.7, shown in Fig. 9. This confirms
the conclusion of the importance-sampled calculations~Fig.
8! that there is a significant but not complete degree of ad
batic following in this system. As long as a consistent de
nition of densities or of wave functions is employed in E
~1!, similar magnitudes ofQ are found.

Figure 9 also shows the results of a simple test of
sensitivity of Q(r ) to the magnitude of the gas phase ro
tional constantB0 .3 Replacing the rotational constantB
5B0 in the simulation withB510B0 is equivalent to reduc-

FIG. 8. Plot of the adiabatic following quantifierQ(r ) for the N51 com-
plexes:~a! SF6– He, ~b! OCS–He,~c! C6H6– He, and~d! HCN–He.Q(r ) is
defined in Eq.~1!. See the text for discussion and definition of the privileg
axes for each molecule. Due to the extremely smallQ(r ) values for HCN,
the y-axis scale for~d! is considerably expanded relative to the@0-1# range
used in panels~a!–~c!.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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ing the moment of inertia by a factor of 10, or, conversely,
increasing the~classical! molecular rotation rate. Figure
shows that theQ(r ) curve for the artificially faster rotor is
much lower, indicating that the helium density is nowless
able to follow the rotation of the faster dopant molecule.

2. OCS

For OCS, we again use the chosenF and U axes to
defineQ(r ). The very small density along theU8 axis re-
moves this from consideration as the unfavorable privileg
axis ~see the earlier discussion for SF6). The behavior of
Q(r ) for OCS over the range ofr values for which theU
axis density is appreciable~see Fig. 4! is shown in Fig. 8~b!.
The average value ofQ(r ) over this region is;0.8. Thus,
just as for SF6 , the adiabatic following by helium is signifi
cant but is not complete for OCS, even atN51.

3. Benzene

TheN51 He–benzene density is not as easily amena
to analysis in terms ofQ as that of the other complexe
because the strong localization of the helium density at
global potential minimum leads to very small values of t
density along theU directions. We therefore take somewh
larger bin sizes when sampling along the privileged axes
this molecule in order to reduce the statistical fluctuatio
deriving from small values of the density. This allows us
obtain only a few values ofQ(r ) in the region of interest,
namely where the density along theU direction is non-
negligible. The sampling is made over all equivalent axes
noted earlier for SF6 . We see in Fig. 8~c! that the resulting
value ofQ fluctuates around an average of;0.3. This value
is markedly smaller than that obtained for the SF6 molecule,
which has a similar potential well depth with helium. W
attribute this partly to the difference in shape of the poten
minimum, with that for benzene being broader and allow
more displacement of the helium density upon rotation. I
also consistent with the fact that the hindered rotation inc
ment is significantly larger for the benzene–He complex th

FIG. 9. Q(r ) for SF6– He, computed using unbiased DMC and evalua
using wave function projections instead of densities in Eq.~1! ~Refs. 7 and
33!. The effect of changing the value ofB used in the simulation fromB
5B0 to B510B0 is shown.@B0 is the gas phase rotational constant valueB
is the diffusion constant governing the rotational moves in IS-RBDMC~Ref.
15!#.
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for the other complexes. The greater energetic cost to in
porating the molecular rotation for benzene within the h
lium complex appears to correlate with a greater difficulty
adiabatic following by the helium density. In this case t
high degree of anisotropy in the interaction potential o
weighs the simple expectations based on consideration o
molecular mass, resulting in a highly individual response

4. HCN

The diffuseness of the helium distribution around th
lighter molecule introduces additional technical requi
ments. In particular, binning the density along thez axis is
not easy since this axis is located at the edge of the binn
region. We prefer to use a finite volume in order to evalu
the Q factor. To implement this constraint, we count th
number of walkers included in a slice@r ,r 1Dr # of a cylin-
der of radius 1a0 that is centered on thez axis. The ratio of
these quantities with and without the molecular rotation i
good approximation of the corresponding ratio of densiti
It was confirmed that small variations in the radius of t
cylinder do not affect the results for the ratioQ(r ).

The large variation in density between the two privileg
axes translates to a negligible value ofQ(r ), shown in Fig.
8~d!. Note the different scale used in they axis for this panel,
relative to that used for the heavier molecules in panels~a!–
~c!. In fact, the average value ofQ for HCN is approximately
zero ~it corresponds to;0.01 of the corresponding value
for SF6 and for OCS!. This nearly zero value ofQ indicates
that adiabatic following is practically negligible in this sy
tem.

Our conclusion concerning the degree of the adiab
following for HCN arrived at using theQ factor is in agree-
ment with the conclusions reached independently from
classical criterion proposed in a path integral study.7 We note
that since the CPU requirement to evaluate the adiabatic
lowing quantifierQ by IS-RBDMC is smaller than the cos
of path integral calculations, it therefore presents a very u
ful and practical diagnostic of adiabatic following.

We interpret the very small value ofQ for HCN to mean
that the assumption of adiabatic following is invalid for th
system, an assertion that is supported by the fact that hy
dynamic calculations assuming adiabatic following ha
failed to give results that are reconcilable wi
experiment.5,6,30

D. Rotational state dependence of densities for NÄ1

As discussed in Sec. IV B, analysis of rotational sta
dependence of densities in a quantum calculation provid
close analog to the classical qualitative picture. For the lin
N51 complexes, computation of exact energies and eig
functions is possible using basis set expansion methods
as the collocation method.20 For these small systems we ca
then examine the helium density dependence upon the
angular momentum of the complex,J. This provides an in-
teresting contrast with the comparisons between ground s
(J50) calculations made with and without molecular rot
tion. We have performed collocation calculations for theN
51 complexes with the linear molecules HCN and OCS~see
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 10. ~Color! Comparison of helium densities along favorable~F! ~upper panels! and unfavorable~U! axes~lower panels! for HCN, OCS, and SF6 . Several
calculations are represented here by the different colored lines.~i! Calculations neglecting molecular rotation~dark blue lines!. ~ii ! Calculations incorporating
molecular rotation, for theJ50 complex state~red lines!. ~iii ! Calculations incorporating molecular rotation,J51 complex state~green lines, ‘‘J51, n
51;’’ cyan lines ‘‘J51, n52;’’ magenta lines, ‘‘J51, n53’’ !. The three sublevels forJ51 are labeled in order of increasing energy, withn51 the lowest
energy level. See the text for definitions ofF andU for HCN, OCS, and SF6 .
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the Appendix for details! and then projected the helium com
ponent of the eigenfunctions into the molecular frame to
tain the corresponding helium densities for low-lying ro
tional states. Figure 10 presents these densities obta
along theF ~upper set of panels! andU ~lower set of panels!
directions for HCN–He~left! and OCS–He~center!, for the
J50 ground state and for the threeJ51 rotationally excited
states. Each panel also shows the result for a nonrota
molecule~obtained by setting the molecular rotational co
stantsA,B,C equal to zero in the collocation calculations!.
To provide comparison with a nonlinear molecule, the rig
hand panels show the analogous results for theJ51 state for
SF6 obtained using unbiased DMC with the fixed-node a
proximation.

Several systematic features are evident in Fig. 10. F
the collocation results for both HCN and OCS confirm th
the introduction of the molecular rotation has a significa
effect on the helium densities in theJ50 state—compare the
blue line~nonrotating molecule! with red line~rotating mol-
Downloaded 28 Feb 2003 to 129.187.254.46. Redistribution subject to A
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ecule!. Second, for both linear molecules, the density of t
lowestJ51 state~green line! is very similar to that obtained
for the ground state~red line!. The densities for the corre
sponding lowestJ52 states~not shown! are also very simi-
lar to that of the ground state. However, the density in
otherJ51 andJ52 sublevels can be significantly differen
~cyan and magenta lines!. Examination of the wave function
for the states shows that this is due to the presence of n
structure in the frame attached to the molecule, which co
plicates a direct comparison of the densities. For exam
for HCN–He, the thirdJ51 state (n53 in Fig. 10, denoted
with the magenta line! has a node on the molecular ax
itself. Referring to Fig. 6 reveals that this corresponds
both theF andU directions, explaining why thisJ51 sub-
level shows a zero value in both upper and lower panels
Fig. 10. In contrast, the lowestJ51 andJ52 sublevels have
little or no nodal structure in the molecular frame, resulti
in a similar shaped helium distribution to that of the grou
state in Fig. 10. The nodal structure in the molecular fra
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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for these states can be easily recognized in the comp
two-dimensional representation of the wave functions
OCS–He and HCN–He given in Ref. 34.

For the SF6 complex within the fixed-node approxima
tion ~right-hand panels in Fig. 10!, the difference between
the J50 andJ51 helium densities is now very small rela
tive to the difference between theJ50 calculations made
with and without molecular rotation. In addition, all thre
J51 sublevels have identical density distributions in the m
lecular frame. Given our analysis of the behavior of the HC
and OCS complexes in the exact calculations presented
lier, this simpler behavior can now readily be understood a
consequence of the imposition of a fixed nodal structure
the molecular angular degrees of freedom in the labora
frame. The smaller difference between theJ50 and J51
helium densities is due to a rigorous decoupling of the no
surface from the molecular frame in this particular fix
node approximation. This holds for allJ51 sublevels, and
therefore there is no differentiation of the density in the m
lecular frame for different sublevels. We note that this fix
node approximation has been shown to provide accurate
sults for the rotational energies of theN51 complex,3 while
the analogous fixed node approximation for the similar m
OCS molecule has been shown to provide poor accuracy
N51.9 The analysis of the density dependencies for the
molecules made here suggests that the accuracy of this
node for SF6 is probably due to the high symmetry of th
molecule.

Several general conclusions may be drawn from t
analysis of the rotational state dependence of the helium
sities in the molecular frame for theN51 complexes. First,
it is apparent from the examples of molecules with differe
mass and different symmetry shown here, that the effec
adding molecular rotational degrees of freedom to calcu
tions of the ground state density is greater than that of
creasing the angular momentum of the complex fromJ50 to
1. This is true not only for the heavier molecules OCS a
SF6 for which the hindered rotation energy increment
larger than the energy difference between these two lev
but also for the lighter HCN molecule, for which the hin
dered rotation energy increment is slightly less than the
ergy difference betweenJ50 andJ51 ~1.55 compared to
2.40 cm21, respectively!. Thus we can conclude that this is
very general effect. Second, we see that comparison of
rotational state dependence is only really simple when th
is no rotational nodal structure in the molecular frame, i
when this is located primarily in the molecular orientation
degrees of freedom in the laboratory frame. Consequent
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simple systematic analysis of the helium density in the m
lecular frame for all rotational states is not feasible. TheJ
51 sublevels analyzed here showed nontrivial variations
the density when the levels contained nodal structure in
molecular frame. A corollary of this is then a cautionary no
that an analysis of the densities obtained for excited st
based on a classical picture of molecular rotation~Sec. IV A!
is not meaningful since a classical analysis does not incl
the notion of nodal structure. Finally, while we have se
little difference of the helium density betweenJ50 and
J51 ~within the caveats about the effect of nodal structure
the molecular frame!, this situation may change for muc
higher rotational states,J.

V. RESULTS FOR NÌ1

For larger numbers of helium atoms, the full cluster p
tential was obtained by adding the HFD-B potential of Az
and co-workers for the He–He interactions24 to the
molecule–helium interactions that were employed for theN
51 complexes in Sec. III. WhenN.1, as noted in Sec
IV B, the effects of the He–He interaction on the density a
Q factor must be carefully considered. Generally, t
helium–helium repulsion will favor an evenly distribute
i.e., more isotropic, helium density. Far away from the do
ant molecule, the dopant–helium interaction (VX–He) is also
weak and becomes increasingly isotropic. Thus, at large
tancesr , one would not expect much variation in the heliu
density between calculations with and without rotations
cluded. For this reason, when computingQ for N.1, we
must focus our attention close to the dopant molecule.
particular, we examine the region near the peak of the fi
solvation shell. In this section we show howQ is modified
by the additional He–He interactions in larger clusters, c
sidering first the heavier molecules SF6 and OCS, then the
more anisotropic C6H6 molecule, followed by the consider
ably lighter HCN molecule.

Table II shows how the ground state energy of larg
SF6– HeN clusters depends onN, for calculations made with
and without the molecular rotation. It is evident that forN
<6, the differenceDE/N between the total energy per pa
ticle with and without rotation is approximately constan
This supports our identification of this difference forN51 as
a measure of the zero point energy of the hindered SF6 rota-
tion in the effective potential field provided by the surroun
ing helium density.~For larger cluster sizes this differenc
becomes an increasingly smaller percentage of the total
ergy and even greater sampling than made here~Table VIII!
TABLE II. SF6– HeN : IS-RBDMC total energies and energies per host particle in cm21. The ‘‘no rot’’ columns
contain the energies obtained when SF6 rotations are turned off in the calculation.DE[E2Eno rot.

N E Eno rot DE E/N Eno rot/N DE/N

1 225.8(2) 226.6(2) 0.8~4! 225.8(2) 226.6(2) 0.8~4!
2 252.2(3) 253.9(2) 1.7~5! 226.1(1) 226.9(1) 0.9~3!
4 2105.8(5) 2109.7(4) 3.9~9! 226.4(2) 227.4(1) 1.0~2!
6 2159.6(7) 2165.2(7) 5.6~13! 226.6(1) 227.5(1) 0.9~2!
12 2299(3) 2304(2) 5~5! 224.9(2) 225.4(2) 0.5~4!
20 2427(8) 2433(7) 6~14! 221.3(4) 221.6(3) 0.3~7!
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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would be required to evaluate this difference with the
quired error bars.! The integrated radial helium density pro
files for SF6– HeN are shown in Fig. 11. These are mixe
densities, shown for cluster sizesN51,2,4,6,8,12,20. It is
evident from Fig. 11 that we are still within the first solvatio
shell for all these sizes. The corresponding radial den
profiles for OCS are provided in Ref. 35, together with tw
dimensional mesh plots of the full densities and the co
sponding energetics. We show the full angular variation
the density around SF6 for N54 in Fig. 12, comparing as
usual the data for calculations made with and without
molecular rotation. Figure 12 was produced by first symm
trizing the raw data~summing the contributions from a
equivalent bins! and then interpolating the Cartesian da
onto a spherical shell. This kind of visual comparison b
tween angular variations for SF6 , made originally for pro-
jected wave functions in Refs. 3 and 7, provided the ini
impetus for our current quantitative analysis of adiabatic f
lowing. The smearing out of the helium density when S6

rotation is incorporated is highlighted in panel~c!, which
shows the difference density between panels~a! ~no molecu-
lar rotation! and ~b! ~including molecular rotation!. @The
color scale in~c!# is different from that in~a! and ~b!, and

FIG. 11. Integrated radial density profiles for SF6– HeN , N
51,2,4,6,12,20. All profiles exhibit a single peak that grows withN, show-
ing that the first solvation shell is still being filled forN<20. Reference 40
contains profiles for larger clusters sizes having additional shells popula
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was adjusted to provide maximum contrast between high
low regions.! A complete set of analogous plots for all ava
able cluster sizes up toN520 is given in Ref. 34.

TheQ values extracted from these densities for SF6- and
OCS-doped clusters with up toN520 helium atoms are
shown in Figs. 13~a! and 13~b!. We see that for these rela
tively strongly bound molecules,Q continues to provide a
sensitive measure of the degree of adiabatic following
N.1, remaining fairly stable as a function ofr for the
smaller sizes, and showing a small but noticeable incre
with r for the larger sizes. For SF6 , for which the highest
quality data are available, with the largest amount of sa
pling ~see Table VIII!, there is evidence of some size depe
dence. Comparing also with Fig. 8 we see that there i
small decrease inQ on going fromN51 to N56, and that
subsequentlyQ increases again, approaching unity asN in-
creases above 12. The increase in averageQ at largerN can
be attributed to the effect of helium–helium interactions
driving toward a uniform helium distribution, as discuss
earlier. This effect is seen to a much greater extent in the c
of HCN in the following. The decrease inQ seen for the

d.

FIG. 13. Plot of the adiabatic quantifierQ(r ) for clusters havingN.1
helium atoms, for SF6 , OCS, benzene, and HCN. The legend for panel~a! is
valid also for panels~b! and ~d!. ~a! SF6– HeN : Q(r ) for N54,6,12,20.
Q(r ) is plotted only in regions of appreciable density along theU (C2) axis
~see Fig. 11!. ~b! OCS–HeN : Q(r ) for N54,6,12,20.Q(r ) is plotted only
in regions of appreciable density along theU axis ~see Fig. 4 and Ref. 35!.
The curves were obtained by taking ratios of fitted~and smoothed! mixed
density profiles.~c! C6H6– HeN : Q(r ) for N53,14. Q(r ) is plotted only in
regions of appreciable density along theU axis ~see Figs. 5 and 14!. ~d!
HCN–HeN : Q(r ) for N54,6,12,20. Note that the values forN.12 ap-
proach unity, indicative of a more isotropic effective potential for the ou
atoms~see the text!.
ut

e
al
FIG. 12. ~Color! Angular variation ofr(r ), the ground state helium density, measured atr 58 a0 from the SF6 molecule, and displayed as a color coded c
on a spherical polar grid located on a ball of radiusr . The densities are mixed densities obtained from IS-RBDMC~see the text!. ~a! No molecular rotation,
i.e., for a nonrotating SF6 . ~b! Including molecular rotation of SF6 . ~c! Difference density, defined as~a! and~b!, emphasizing the greater localization of th
densities in~a!. The molecule-fixed S–F axes are oriented along thex, y, andz axes. The chosen distancer 58 a0 is located on the inner edge of the radi
profile of the first solvation shell peak~see Fig. 11!. The density peaks are located in theC3 angular orientations. The color scale goes from blue~lowest
density! to red~highest density!. Panels~a! and~b! have the same dynamic range for the color scale. The dynamic range of the color scale in panel~c! was
expanded to better visualize the difference.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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smaller sizes is less straightforward. We attribute this t
delicate balance between the localizing effect of the an
tropic SF6– He anisotropic interaction close to the molecu
and the repulsive He–He interaction. As the cluster size
creases, the He–He contributions become relatively m
important, eventually dominating the total energy and a
the structure. This trend withN is consistent with the behav
ior of Q as a function ofr . While the data for OCS in Fig
13~b! are noisier and do not allow such firm conclusio
about size dependence to be made, it does appear to
similar trends inQ(r ) with both r andN. Overall, this de-
tailed discussion forN.1 shows that there are multiple fac
tors determining the actual value ofQ for any given cluster
size N and distancer . We emphasize that the most signi
cant observation is thatQ(r ) remains sensitive to the poten
tial anisotropy at smallr values, even for the largest clust
sizes.

The Q values for larger benzene clusters are shown
Fig. 13~c!, for N53 andN514. As mentioned previously
analysis of theN51 benzene–He complex in terms ofQ
was harder than for the SF6 and OCS molecules, because f
benzene most of the single helium atom density is locali
along theF direction and the density along theU directions
is very small. As more helium atoms are added to benze
however, the secondary potential minima become occup
and the density along theU directions increases. This is ac

FIG. 14. Helium density around a benzene molecule in benzene–H14 ,
shown as cuts through they50 plane, calculated by IS-RBDMC.~a! Cal-
culations without molecular rotation.~b! Calculations incorporating molecu
lar rotation. The densities are evaluated here by descendant weighting
are symmetrized to reduce statistical fluctuations. They50 plane bisects
two carbon–carbon bonds~see Fig. 5!, and consequently contains four se
ondary helium density peaks in addition to the two primary helium den
peaks located near the global minimum~see the text!.
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companied by an increase in the delocalization of heli
atoms residing at both the global and secondary poten
minima. This is illustrated in Fig. 14, which also shows t
overall very dramatic difference between the densities ev
ated without and with the molecular rotation. The increas
density along theU directions for largerN now allows for a
more stable evaluation ofQ, shown in Fig. 13~c!. We see
that for N53 the average value ofQ is similar to that for
N51, while for N514, Q decreases to an average of;0.1.
Bearing in mind that for benzeneN514 constitutes consid
erably less than a full solvation shell,14,36 we conclude that
this decrease is similar to that seen in panels~a! and ~b! for
SF6 and OCS, and is due to competition between
molecule–helium and helium–helium interactions. Clea
the very strong anisotropy of the benzene–helium interac
causes a unique size dependence ofQ that differs in detail
from the other two heavy molecules. We expect that, sim
to SF6 and OCS noted earlier,Q will increase again at large
sizes and show a similar trend to saturation at larger as N
approaches a full solvation shell (N>3014,36!.

In general, the small finite values ofQ seen here for
benzene are best understood as yet another example o
lack of complete adiabatic following of the helium densi
close to the molecule within the first solvation shell. T
surprising aspect of these results for benzene is their
value relative to that found for SF6 and OCS. This implies
that, despite the strong spatial localization of helium at
aromatic ring, there is nevertheless only weak adiabatic
lowing. As noted earlier forN51, this unique response o
the benzene molecule indicates that not only the strengt
the molecule–helium interaction, but also the shape of
potential minimum and the general topology of the poten
surface is important in determining the propensity of the
lium density to distort with molecular rotation.

nd

y

TABLE III. Minimum, maximum, and averageQ values for SF6– HeN ,
computed over the range 7.5a0,r ,8.5a0 with unbiased DMC, and evalu-
ated by substituting the density projections with wave function projecti
in Eq. ~1!.

N Qmin Qmax Qavg

1 0.68 0.71 0.69
3 0.68 0.70 0.69
4 0.66 0.70 0.68
5 0.63 0.65 0.64
6 0.65 0.67 0.66
8 0.68 0.74 0.71

TABLE IV. Hindered rotation energy increment forN51 complexes,DE0

5E0(R)2E0(NR), whereR andNR refer to calculations with and withou
the molecular rotation, compared with gas phase rotation constantB0 and
molecular massm for the four molecules studied here.E0 is the ground state
energy. Units ofE0 andB0 are cm21, andm is in u.

Molecule DE0 B0 m

SF6 0.7 0.091 146
OCS 1.2 0.07 60
HCN 1.55 1.2 27

Benzene 2.97 0.188, 0.0938 78
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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The case of the lighter HCN molecule is very differe
from these heavier molecules, as was already evident
theN51 cluster~Fig. 8!. Since no appreciable adiabatic fo
lowing was found forN51 @Fig. 8~d!#, one physically ex-
pected conclusion is that this will also be the case forN
.1. Figure 13~d! presents the behavior ofQ(r ) obtained for
HCN–HeN with N up to 20. We see however, that whi
approximately constant withr , the value of the function
Q(r ) monotonically increases as a function ofN, reaching
its maximal value of 1 forN.12. The reason for this mono
tonic increase inQ(r ) asN increases is a stronger version
the effects seen with SF6 in Fig. 13~a! for N>6 and dis-
cussed earlier. It reflects the increasingly dominant role
the He–He interaction in determining the helium distributi
in the first solvation shell for the calculation with nonrotatin
HCN. The attraction of helium atoms by linear HCN is bo
weaker and more isotropic than the corresponding attrac
by the heavier linear species, OCS~compare Figs. 6 and 3!.
Consequently, helium atoms added beyondN51 will even-
tually fill the locations defined earlier as unfavorable for t
HCN–He interaction~Sec. III D!, driven by the need to mini-
mize the helium–helium repulsions. This happens whet
molecular rotation is included or not, because the we
HCN–helium interaction does not provide sufficient en
getic differentiation between favorable and unfavorable lo
tions. In other words, the energy difference between thF
andU axes is too small to override the tendency to a unifo
angular distribution induced by the repulsive helium–heliu
interaction. The result is that theQ factor for HCN is very
stronglyN-dependent over all ranges ofN, and that there is
no apparent regime of competition between angular local
tion around HCN–He and the He–He repulsive effects. C
sequentlyQ simply increases withN at a faster rate than fo
the other molecules and its behavior for HCN most clea
shows the loss of significance inQ(r ) as N increases to a
full solvation shell and the helium–helium interactions dom
nate the angular distribution.

We can draw several conclusions from these system
trends. First, for the heavier molecules, SF6 , OCS, and ben-
zene, it is evident that the assumption of partial adiab
following within the first solvation shell of helium remain
valid for all sizes up to completion of the first solvation she
As an independent check on this conclusion, several size
SF6-doped clusters were also studied using unbiased D
(N<8, since artificial dissociation becomes an issue w
N>1215!. The resultingQ values, evaluated from wave func
tion projections, are summarized in Table III. We see thaQ
remains stable for this range of smaller sizes when evalu
by wave function projections, and that the value is qu
similar to the values derived from densities@Fig. 13~a!#.
Thus, it appears that, however we choose to quantify it, a
batic following does also occur in the first solvation shell f
these heavier molecules withN.1 helium atoms, but is
similarly incomplete. Second, for these heavier molecu
the detailed behavior ofQ at small N values is strongly
dependent on the energetic balance between the anisot
molecule–helium and isotropic helium–helium interacti
potentials. Third, the lighter HCN molecule shows quite d
ferent behavior, with the clear quantification of negligib
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adiabatic following forN51 being followed by a monotonic
increase inQ with N, as a result of the dominant energet
role played by the He–He repulsions in determining the
gular distribution in this case. Lastly, for all molecules, as t
cluster size increases to a full solvation shell, atr values
lying beyond the peak of the first solvation shell,Q(r ) tends
to unity, reflecting the increasingly isotropic density at lar
distances from the molecule.

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The effects of including molecular rotations in calcul
tions of helium solvation density have been carefully an
lyzed here for a variety of molecules solvated in a low te
perature liquid helium environment~helium droplets!.
Molecular rotation has a noticeable effect on both the grou
state energy and the helium density distribution in a dop
cluster. The energy difference between calculations with
without molecular rotation, referred to here as a hinde
rotation energy increment, was seen to provide the clu
analog of matrix zero point energy. This energy increm
was found to range from;103B0 for the three heavier mol-
ecules SF6 , OCS, and C6H6, to ;B0 for the lighter HCN
molecule, as summarized in Table IV. It thus correlates i
general~not quantitative! sense with the dopant mass an
overall extent of anisotropy of the molecule–helium intera
tion. For all four molecules, we have found a significa
effect of molecular rotation on the solvating helium densi
regardless of the molecular mass and symmetry. The de
of the density response to the molecular rotation dif
amongst the molecules, and some trends with molec
mass and symmetry are apparent. In all cases the he
density in the molecular frame is considerably more deloc
ized in the angular degrees of freedom when it is calcula
with incorporation of the molecular rotation than when it
calculated with a nonrotating molecule. This general effec
important since, as discussed extensively elsewhere,37,38 sol-
vating helium densities calculated for a nonrotating molec
do not correspond to eigenstates of angular momentum
this can cause problems for analysis of the dynamic hel
response to molecular rotation. In particular, the greater
localization and angular smoothness of the helium solva
density significantly lowers estimates of hydrodynam
response to molecular rotation, rendering this insignific
for a true density evaluated with angular momentu
consistency.38

The analysis in this paper has also enabled us to pro
a meaningful definition for the notion of adiabatic followin
of molecular rotational motions by the solvating helium de
sity that allows a quantitative analysis. The subtleties in t
notion of adiabatic following and its extent, i.e., wheth
partial or complete, were discussed with attention to
quantum or classical nature of the molecular rotation, to
molecular rotational state, and to the balance between
molecule–helium and helium–helium interactions. We d
fined an estimatorQ(r ) that may be used to quantify th
extent of this adiabatic following in the quantum situatio
and that allows the variation in adiabatic following to b
analyzed as a function of distance from the molecule. T
estimator is applicable to molecules of general symme
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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defining the extent of adiabatic following in terms of dens
ratios along privileged axes that are defined in terms
minima and of saddle points of the molecule–helium pot
tial energy surface. It is therefore a short-range quantifie
the effect of the potential anisotropy on the helium distrib
tion in the molecular frame, for a given molecular rotati
constant and state. The estimator provides most useful in
mation for theN51 complexes, where there are no helium
helium interactions and it can act as a predictor of the ex
of adiabatic following. For larger clusters the uniformizin
effect of helium–helium interactions renders analysis ofQ
more complex. While the estimator is less useful as a pre
tor for N.1, its behavior in large clusters can be rationaliz
in terms of the competition between the molecule–heli
and helium–helium interactions.

We have used this quantitative estimator to make a c
parative study of the extent of adiabatic following by heliu
in four different molecule-doped helium cluster systems.
find that in none of these four cases is the adiabatic follow
by helium complete, regardless of the mass and symmetr
the molecule, and of the number of helium atoms attache
this. For a single helium atom, the heavier molecules, S6

and OCS, showQ;0.7– 0.8, while the benzene molecul
which shows a considerably more complex anisotropy in
interaction with helium, shows a lower value ofQ;0.3, in-
dicating that its solvation density is nevertheless more s
ceptible to distortion upon addition of molecular rotation.
contrast, the lighter HCN molecule shows essentially
adiabatic following, andQ;0. For the heavier molecules
with larger numbers of helium atoms the value ofQ may
initially decrease, reflecting a balance between localiza
due to the molecule–helium anisotropy and the heliu
helium interactions that is very molecule-specific. Howev
as N further increases, particularly as it approaches a co
plete solvation shell,Q subsequently increases as t
helium–helium interactions become dominant. At the larg
sizes, a clearr dependence is seen to emerge, withQ,1 at
small r inside the first solvation shell and increasing to a
proach unity at larger distances beyond the peak of the
shell. For the lightest molecule~HCN! Q is very sensitive to
N at all sizes. For this moleculeQ shows a monotonic in-
crease withN, approaching its saturation value of unity
N;12. This behavior for the light molecule is due to th
extreme weakness of the HCN–He interaction, which is c
sequently quickly dominated by the packing forces deriv
from the helium–helium interactions asN increases, leading
to a quasi-isotropic distribution in the angular degree of fr
dom.

Several other factors that can lead to a unit value oQ
were identified in addition to the increasing dominance of
He–He interactions at large cluster size. These include
isotropic molecule–helium interaction potential and eval
tion of Q at large distances from the molecule. Evaluation
Q in higher molecular rotational states also exhibits m
complex behavior and is less amenable to interpreta
solely in terms of adiabatic following. Overall, we conclud
that in order to ascertain the extent to which the helium d
sity adiabatically follows molecular rotation, it is sufficien
to evaluateQ(r ) for the N51 complex, and to compare
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e.g., with the various molecules studied here. This give
systematically varying estimator that reflects the effect of
molecule–helium interaction and both molecule and heli
masses on the response of the helium density in the
solvation shell to molecular rotation. As detailed earlier, t
modifications ofQ for larger numbers of helium atoms ca
be rationalized in terms of the additional helium–helium
teraction, but the values are very molecule-specific beca
of the competition between this and the molecule–heli
interaction. Consequently differentN-dependence is seen fo
different species, and the values ofQ(r ) for N.1 are not
useful for comparative evaluations of adiabatic following.

These results have significant implications for dynami
models of molecular rotational motion in helium drople
They show that the solvating helium density can only p
tially follow the molecular rotation, even for the heavie
molecules, and that this partial adiabatic following is co
fined to the immediate vicinity of the molecule within th
first solvation shell. This is consistent with the conclusions
the microscopic two-fluid model,4,7 which found that only
the local nonsuperfluid density in the first solvation shell c
adiabatically follow the molecular motion, while the compl
mentary local superfluid density does not adiabatically f
low. However it is in disagreement with models that assu
100% of the helium density adiabatically follows the m
lecular rotation.5 The results presented here from these m
croscopic quantum calculations show that this assumptio
incorrect and that only a fraction of the helium density
able to adiabatically follow molecular rotation in superflu
helium. The consequences of this for hydrodynamic mod
of the dynamic helium response to molecular rotation will
described elsewhere.38
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APPENDIX: COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

For a single rigid molecule, a form of trial wave functio
possessing the correct permutation symmetry is given by
product of pair correlation terms:39

TABLE V. Isotropic trial wave function parameters~in atomic units! for
SF6– HeN and HCN–HeN .

c a g a

SF6 42 000 0.80 0.0 0.0
HCN 22 067 0.638 3852 0.0056
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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CT~RW ,VW !5 )
p51

n

CHe–X~Rp ,RX ,VX!

3 )
pÞq

n

CHe–He~ uRp2Rqu!, ~A1!

where the helium atom coordinates are given byRp and the
impurity coordinates and orientation are specified byRX and
VX , respectively.

It was shown in Ref. 15 that simple radial trial wav
functions can be used to avoid artificial dissociation. Ho
ever, this choice may potentially bias the resulting density
underestimate the angular modulations, and thereby lea
bias in the quantification of adiabatic following. In order
minimize the potential effect of such bias on theQ factor, we
use the same trial wave function in both calculations~with
and without molecular rotation!. This also avoids the need t
separately optimize the angular part of the correlation te
for the two cases. This procedure can be justified since w
not focus on the precise values of the density but rather
the effects resulting from including or excluding the molec
lar rotational kinetic energy term in the Hamiltonian. Th
option was used for the SF6- and HCN-doped clusters. Fo
OCS, an anisotropic molecule–helium trial function w
used and the densities evaluated by second-order extra
tion to minimize any differential trial function bias for ca
culations made with the rotating and nonrotating molecu
The large anisotropy of the benzene–helium interaction a
necessitates the use of an anisotropic trial function for C6H6 .
For the benzene calculations, the exact ground state he
distribution was sampled using descendant weight
techniques.16,29

The radial molecule–helium trial functions used in th
article are of the form

CHe–X~Rp ,RX ,VX!5expF2
c

r pX
5 2arpXG , ~A2!

where r pX5uRp2RXu, and X is SF6 or HCN. The param-
etersa andc are listed in Table V. The He–He contributio
is also a parametrized~Table V! radial function of the same
form

CHe–He~r !5expH 2
g

r 5 2ar J . ~A3!

The anisotropic function employed for the OCS–He tr
function is obtained from a fit to the ground state wave fu
tion of the He–OCS complex26 calculated by use of the col
location method.19 This fitted function has the form

TABLE VI. Anisotropic trial wave function parameters~in atomic units! for
OCS–HeN .

a0 a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 a7 g a

24.3 0.79 6.5 0.25 0.26 20.18 6.4 0.92 3010 0.04
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o

m
g

l
-

FT~R,u,f!5exp$a0Ra11a2@11a3 cos~u2a4!ln R#

1@a5R2 cos2~u2a4!21#exp~a62a7R!%

~A4!

where the optimized parametersai are given in Table VI.
For benzene–He, the trial function expressed in

molecule-fixed frame has the form

CHe–X~r !5expF2 (
a51

6
ca

ur2rau6
2 (

b51

6
cb

ur2rbu5

2a0~x21y2!2c0z2G . ~A5!

The parametersca andcb control the short-range behavio
where ra and rb represent the carbon and hydrogen po
tions, respectively. The intermediate and long-range beha
is modeled as an anisotropic Gaussian centered at the
zene center-of-mass, with parametersa0 and c0 . This rela-
tively structureless trial function becomes inadequate as
ditional heliums are added and a strong local structure be
to develop around the benzene molecule. For benzene–H14,
additional structure is incorporated by multiplying the tri
function above with an additional factor

J~r !5expF (
g51

2

cge2ag(r2rg)2

1 (
g851

12

cg8e
2ag8(r2rg8)2

(
g951

6

cg9e
2ag9(r2rg9)2G ,

~A6!

TABLE VII. Trial function parameters~in atomic units! for benzene–He
and benzene–He14 . The first row gives the helium–helium repulsive param
eter for Eq.~A3!. The next four rows give the parameters for Eq.~A5!, and
the remaining rows give the parameters for Eq.~A6!.

N51 N514

g 3674.6
ca 6000.0 8217.7
cb 8000.0 2546.2
a0 0.05 0.014 378
c0 0.06 0.007 344 8
cg 1.931 7
ag 0.156 13
cg8 1.516 5
ag8 0.095 327
cg9 2.217
ag9 0.030 121

TABLE VIII. Simulation parameters used for the DMC propagations. F
the SF6 doped clusters, we used 5000 configurations for theN512 and 20
clusters, and 15 000 configurations for the other cluster sizes.

Molecule nblock ntime dt a nwalker

SF6 500 100 20–30 0.001–0.005 5000–20 000
OCS 500 200 20 0.2 2000
HCN 1200 100 20 0.1 2000

Benzene 500 150 25 0.01 2000
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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where rg , rg8 , and rg9 correspond to the positions of th
global, secondary, and tertiary minima of the helium
benzene interaction potential, respectively. These terms s
to localize helium atoms at the various potential minima, a
provide a much better representation of the ground state
N.1 than Eq.~6! alone.29 For the helium–helium factors
we only use the repulsive part of Eq.~4!, i.e., a50.
The helium–benzene trial function parameters are listed
Table VII.

Table VIII summarizes the Monte Carlo parameters u
for the various systems. For each molecule, we give the t
stepdt, the length of the blockntime, the number of blocks
nblock, the average number of configurationsnwalker, and the
parametera which controls the update of the referen
energy.15

The collocation calculations in this work made use o
version of the Cohen/Saykally collocation code19 obtained
from Drucker and Higgins.21 In the He–OCS calculations
we useNR530 radial functions withRP@2.5:10.5#Å and
include rotational basis functions for the linear rotor up
j 514 with k50. For HCN–He, the corresponding basis s
parameters areNR530 with RP@3.0:10.0#Å, and j 59, k
50. With these bases, the energy levels are converged t
accuracy better than the number of digits given in this pa
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